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ABSTRACT
Genetic designs can consist of dozens of genes and
hundreds of genetic parts. After evaluating a design,
it is desirable to implement changes without the cost
and burden of starting the construction process from
scratch. Here, we report a two-step process where a
large design space is divided into deep pools of com-
posite parts, from which individuals are retrieved and
assembled to build a final construct. The pools are
built via multiplexed assembly and sequenced using
next-generation sequencing. Each pool consists of
∼20 Mb of up to 5000 unique and sequence-verified
composite parts that are barcoded for retrieval by
PCR. This approach is applied to a 16-gene nitrogen
fixation pathway, which is broken into pools contain-
ing a total of 55 848 composite parts (71.0 Mb). The
pools encompass an enormous design space (1043
possible 23 kb constructs), from which an algorithm-
guided 192-member 4.5 Mb library is built. Next, all
1030 possible genetic circuits based on 10 repres-
sors (NOR/NOT gates) are encoded in pools where
each repressor is fused to all permutations of input
promoters. These demonstrate that multiplexing can
be applied to encompass entire design spaces from
which individuals can be accessed and evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
Genetic engineers often need to explore a defined design
space representing a large set of potential alternatives, as
opposed to creating an individual DNA construct. In the
simplest form, this could be for the creation of libraries
where the expression levels of genes are varied randomly
or guided by algorithms and screened to identify the top
construct (1–12). The variation could be achieved through
part substitution, for example by accessing a complete
set from a catalog (e.g. the hundreds of promoters in the
iGEM/BioFAB/SynBERC Registries (13,14)), or also en-
compass bigger structural changes, such as the organiza-
tion of genes into operons (15). A design space could also
be for combinatorial chemistry, where libraries of enzymes
are combined in different ways to build chemical diversity
(16,17). Or it may need to encompass a functionally com-
plete set, e.g. all the ways that transcription factors could be
combined to build a genetic circuit (18,19). In many cases,
elements of the design space are unguided, where the de-
signer simply does not know what will work best, but wants
to be able to access and try a set of defined possibilities.
We have developed a method that allows a genetic design
space to be captured within a set of multiplexed pools of
DNA constructs, from which individual constructs can be
retrieved and assembled (Figure 1). Each pool can contain
up to 5000 composite parts (combinations of genetic parts)
that are sequence-perfect. Creating the pools requires an
initial investment in time and cost, but this is readily amor-
tized as new designs can be quickly and repeatedly retrieved
from the pools and assembled with high fidelity. Further,
the iterative process of creating new designs from the pools
is conducive to high-throughput automation, which is in-
creasingly being applied to DNA assembly pipelines (20–
23).
Pool construction required methods to assemble and se-
quence verify thousands of composite parts, which is re-
ferred to as multiplexing when done simultaneously in a
single reaction mixture (24,25). The term has been applied
to techniques used for next-generation sequencing (NGS),
where hundreds of DNA samples can be sequenced as a
pool when they are ligated to 8–20 bp barcodes (26,27).
Here, multiplexing is applied to assemble parts to create a
pool of composite parts ligated to barcodes that are used
to retrieve an individual. Previously, various approaches
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Figure 1. Design and assembly of multi-part constructs frommultiplexed,
retrievable pools. The input to the pool extraction algorithm is a library of
constructs that can be designed computationally or by hand. Dashed lines
in the constructs indicate the absence of a gene. The extraction algorithm
designs pools of composite parts that encompass the entire design space
(combinations of parts). The parts for assembling multi-gene constructs
after retrieval are included in the pool design; these can include Type IIS
recognition sites and 4 bp linkers (diamonds). Barcode symbol represents
the random 20 bp barcodes used for retrieval. Red X’s indicate mutations
in the composite part construct. Green ovals represent a constructed com-
posite part whose sequenced reads perfectly match a designed composite
part in the pool. The pools are colored to correspond to the gene from the
desired constructs contained in the composite parts. The numbers below
each pool are examples of the number of sequence-verified unique com-
posite parts contained (out of 5000 designs in each pool).
have been applied to the retrieval of DNA from pools (28–
30). In this work, we use Dial-out PCR (31–33), where the
constructs are barcoded (‘tagged’) with flanking random
20-mer oligonucleotides (1012 possible barcode sequences).
The pool is sequenced using NGS, and then a sequence-
verified construct can be retrieved by PCR using a primer
pair that corresponds to the flanking barcodes. Dial-out
PCR has been applied to retrieving long ∼200 nt oligos
from pools of chip-synthesized oligonucleotides for gene
synthesis (33) and a 11.4 kb penicillin gene cluster (31). The
advantages over other retrieval approaches are that it uti-
lizes standard primer synthesis, does not require specialized
equipment, is highly scalable and is compatible with any
NGS platform. Repurposing Dial-out retrieval for the ef-
ficient assembly of large libraries of multi-gene constructs
presented several challenges. In particular, the sequencing
step did not allow for high-throughput verification of pools
of long constructs, e.g. if one of the parts is a full-length
gene. This limitation is due to the Illumina platform that,
while cost-effective and accurate, generates relatively short
reads (up to 2 × 300 bp) (34). Sequencing the pools re-
quired a method to fragment the barcoded multi-part con-
structs and retain the identity of a construct’s barcodes on
all fragments generated from the pool. For this fragmen-
tation, we adapted PCR-based approaches previously used
for genome sequencing (35,36) to sequence targeted regions
of composite part constructs in highly multiplexed pools of
several million constructs.
Once a particular set of composite parts are retrieved
from the pools, they are assembled to create an individ-
ual construct. Our approach is compatible with the many
DNA assembly methods that have been widely adopted in
the field (37–41). Here, we demonstrate the approach using
Golden Gate assembly that utilizes Type IIS restriction en-
zymes (42,43). The recognition sites and overhangs (linkers)
are included as parts in the creation of pools and the par-
ticular ones retrieved dictate the position, orientation and
presence/absence of a gene within the final construct (Fig-
ure 1). This allows the pools to be used to create very di-
verse final designs, as opposed to constraining the designs
to a particular gene order or distribution into operons.
In this manuscript, we show the conversion of genetic de-
sign spaces into pools of composite parts, from which indi-
vidual constructs can be retrieved and assembled. First, an
algorithm is described that takes a desired set of constructs
and determines the pools that need to be built. The set could
be generated by one of the computer aided design programs
used in synthetic biology andmetabolic engineering (19,44–
48). Then, the pipeline is described including multiplexed
pool assembly, sequence verification, retrieval, large con-
struct assembly and the automation necessary to build li-
braries. This is applied to two disparate problems in genetic
engineering. In the first, a design of experiments algorithm
is applied to a 4.5 Mb library of 23 kb constructs to opti-
mize expression levels in a 16-gene pathway (nitrogen fixa-
tion). In the second, pools are designed that encompass all
possible genetic circuits comprising 10 repressors, includ-
ing feedback loops. The pools are used to retrieve alterna-
tive designs as part of improving a combinational logic cir-
cuit. Collectively, these demonstrate the ability for retriev-
able pools to efficiently capture large design spaces.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains and media
Escherichia coli DH5 was used for routine cloning and
propagation of plasmids, except where noted. E. coli
MG1655 was used for assaying nitrogenase activity. E. coli
NEB 10-beta (New England Biolabs, C3019) was used for
assaying genetic circuits. E. coli was cultured in LB Miller
medium (Sigma-Aldrich, L3152) for routine cloning and
propagation of plasmids. For nif induction, 1 mM isopropyl
-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG; ThermoFisher Scien-
tific, 15529019) was added to the medium. Genetic cir-
cuits were assayed in M9 minimal media (Sigma-Aldrich,
M6030) with supplements (Supplementary Methods). In-
puts for the sensor promoters were 1 mM IPTG (Sigma-
Aldrich, I6758), 2 ng/ml anhydrotetracycline hydrochlo-
ride (aTc; Sigma-Aldrich, 37919) and 5 mM L-arabinose
(Sigma-Aldrich, A3256).
Pool extraction algorithm
For the automated design of pools, the pool extraction al-
gorithm was implemented as a Java application using the
Spring Framework. This pool designer application features
a web page interface written in JavaScript and HTML for
communication with human users and a representational
state transfer application program interface for communi-
cation with other applications over the web. The applica-
tion uses the existing software libraries libSBOLj (49) for
importing and exporting construct designs written in SBOL
and Neo4j (Neo Technology Inc., San Mateo, CA, USA)
for storing and querying pool extraction data as graphs.
The source code for the pool designer application is avail-
able open source (BSD license) onGitHub at https://github.
com/CIDARLAB/poolDesigner/.
Assembly and barcoding of composite part pools
Full method details, including part construction, are avail-
able in the Supplementary Methods. For multiplex assem-
bly of pools, all part variants in each position were mixed
in equimolar proportions. Parts were provided as plasmid
constructs or amplified PCR products. For Golden Gate-
in vivo-ligation (GVL) composite part GVL construction,
multiplex assembly reactions were performed in 5.5 l with
20 fmol linear backbone PCR product, 40 fmol of mixed
parts for each part position, 2.5 U BsaI, 2.5 U T4 DNA
ligase (20 U/l HC; Promega, M1794) in 1X ligase buffer
with the protocol: 37◦C for 5 h, 10 cycles (37◦C for 2 min
then 16◦C for 5 min), followed by 50◦C for 15 min and
then 80◦C for 20 min. For Stitching-in vivo-Gibson (SVG)
and Stitching-in vitro-Gibson (STG) pools, Scarless Stitch-
ing was performed in two rounds as previously described
(15). For in vivo amplification of SVG pools, transformants
of each assembly reaction were plated in ≥10-fold excess
of the number of unique designs to harvest pooled plas-
mid DNA. For in vitro amplification in STG construction,
PCR was performed to amplify the composite part con-
structs using primers that anneal to the backbone. After
Scarless Stitching, the assembly parts and homology re-
gions for Gibson assembly were added by emulsion PCR
with theMicellula DNAEmulsion and Purification (ePCR)
Kit (Chimerx, 3600–02) following the manufacturer’s pro-
tocol and Gibson isothermal assembly was performed us-
ing Gibson Assembly Master Mix (NEB, E2611) according
to the manufacturer’s recommended protocol. For in vivo
amplification, the tagging ratio was applied by performing
electroporation using 1l of the final assembly reaction and
plating the specified number of colonies and harvesting the
pooled plasmid DNA after 12–16 h incubation. All part se-
quences are listed in Supplementary Table S1 and provided
in the supplemental SBOL file.
NGS preparation, sequencing and data processing
To sequence the pool, an aliquot of the purified tagged pool
plasmid DNA (∼0.5 g) was digested with NotI-HF (New
England Biolabs, R3189), gel purified, self-circularized us-
ing Quick T4 DNA Ligase (New England Biolabs, M2200)
and gel purified again to isolate the self-ligated products
using E-gel EX 1% agarose gels (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific, G401001). Next, fragments for Illumina sequencing
were generated by inverse PCR performed as an emul-
sion PCR (ePCR) using an ePCR kit (Chimerx, 3600) ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s protocol. Illumina sequenc-
ing adapters were ligated to PCR products by standard A-
tailing and enrichment PCR. Prepared samples were se-
quenced using a MiSeq (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA,
USA) and MiSeq Reagent Kit 600 cycle v3 (Illumina,
MS-102-3003). The FASTQ files for each pool were ana-
lyzed with custom Python scripts to check each read-pair’s
barcode identities, perfect sequence match to a compos-
ite part design and uniqueness of the barcodes to one de-
sign. Full details on sequencing preparation, MiSeq se-
quencing and data analysis are provided in Supplemen-
tary Methods. Scripts are available open source (MIT
license) on GitHub at https://github.com/VoigtLab/MIT-
BroadFoundry/tree/master/dialout-designs/.
Retrieval of composite parts and pool propagation
Retrieval primers were designed using Primer3 (50,51) with
a Tm of 63–66◦C. For a desired composite part design,
the sequence-perfect construct with greatest number of
reads and allowable primer designs was retrieved. Retrieval
PCRs were performed in 25 l with Q5 DNA polymerase
(New England Biolabs, M0493) with an aliquot of the
tagged pool pDNA (0.2 fmol per 1000 constructs) and
the protocol according to the manufacturer’s recommen-
dations and 25–30 cycles of PCR. Retrieval PCR reac-
tions were DpnI digested and purified by a PCR cleanup
using Agencourt AMPure XP magnetic beads (Beckman
Coulter, A63881) according to the manufacturer’s proto-
col. Pools have been successfully propagated by re-plating
the transformed pool from frozen glycerol stocks (Sup-
plementary Methods). The design of retrieval primers for
the pool was automated using the Primer3-py wrapper
for Primer3 (52) (Supplementary Methods). The script is
available on GitHub at https://github.com/VoigtLab/MIT-
BroadFoundry/tree/master/dialout-designs/.
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Type IIS one-pot assembly variations
Optimization of one-pot construct assembly was performed
using 16 PCR products (580 bp each) each flanked by BbsI
sites and linker sequences as listed in Supplementary Ta-
ble S3. Product distribution after assembly was quantified
by capillary gel electrophoresis on an Agilent 2100 Bioan-
alyzer with the 12000 Kit (Agilent, 5067-1508). Original
one-pot assembly conditions were based on previous work
(43) (Supplementary Methods). Engineered conditions in-
creased the BbsI and DNA concentrations, and used the
protocol: 100 cycles 37◦C for 2min, 16◦C for 5min followed
by 50◦C for 15 min and 80◦C for 20 min. A custom Python
script was written to design orthogonal linker sequences.
The rules applied for Designed sets of linkers are the default
parameters, and the script is available on GitHub (Supple-
mentary Methods).
Combinatorial nif design, nitrogenase assay and statistical
modeling
Full method details are provided in the Supplementary
Methods. The 192-member combinatorial DOE library was
designed and analyzed using the JMP Pro 12 software (SAS
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). A pool of composite part
constructs was built using the SVGmethod, and composite
parts were retrieved by PCR as described above. Hierarchi-
cal Type IIS assembly of retrieved composite parts was au-
tomated based onMoClo (43)GoldenGate assembly.DNA
mixtures containing the retrieved composite part and ap-
propriate destination vector were prepared using an Echo
550 acoustic liquid handling system (Labcyte Inc., Sunny-
vale, CA, USA) and the Echo Cherry Pick software (Sup-
plementary Methods). Activity of each nitrogenase clus-
ter design was measured using the standard acetylene re-
duction assay (53) as previously described. Each nif design
was assayed in duplicate, and response surface modeling
was performed using JMP Pro 12 software (Supplementary
Methods).
Genetic circuit design, construction and flow cytometry anal-
ysis
Circuits were designed and gates were assigned using the
Cello software (19) with the default UCF JSON input file
(Eco1C1G1T1.UCF.json) and Verilog code for the desired
logic function. Pools of gate constructs were assembled by
the GVL method described above. For each repressor, a
pool of NOT constructs and a pool of NOR constructs
was constructed. The pools were sequenced, and composite
parts were retrieved by PCR as described above. For one-
pot assembly of circuits, the reactions in 5 l contained 20
fmol of each retrieved composite part, 10 fmol of 3-input
circuit backbone, 5UBbsI, 2.5UT4DNA ligase (Promega,
M1794) in 1X ligase buffer with the protocol: 37◦C for 8 h,
followed by 50◦C for 15 min and then 80◦C for 20 min. The
circuit constructs were fully sequenced and co-transformed
into E. coli NEB 10-beta with the corresponding output
plasmid containing YFP fused to the circuit output pro-
moters (Supplementary Figure S12). Circuits were assayed
as previously described (19).
RESULTS
Algorithmic reduction of the design space into pools
The first step is to algorithmically convert a set of desired
constructs into the pools necessary to encompass these de-
signs (Figure 1). The set could be the output of any num-
ber of design algorithms or could be generated ‘by hand’.
For example, when a design space is specified using a set of
genetic constraints, then combinatorial design algorithms
can create an arbitrary number of constructs that conform
to the constraints, and this has been applied to metabolic
pathways (1,4,15–16) and genetic circuits using Cello (19).
Algorithmic approaches, such as numerical optimization or
design of experiments, could also be used to generate the
set of constructs (2,5,7,11–12). Once the set is generated,
pools then have to be designed that encompass this space.
For simple designs, this can be done manually, but we have
developed an algorithm that automates the process for large
and more complex constructs (Supplementary Note).
The input to the pool extraction algorithm is a library
of constructs where parts are defined using the SBOL stan-
dard (54,55).Most often, it is desirable to organize the pools
around transcription units and this is done automatically
based on the SBOL part definitions. Alternatively, the user
can optionally specify how the constructs should be bro-
ken into constituent pools. Starting from a library of con-
structs, the software performs three computational steps to
generate a pool design. First, the library of constructs is
queried based on the default or optionally specified pool
structure. Second, thematching lists of parts from each con-
struct are extracted into two pools of forward-oriented and
reverse-oriented (i.e. reverse complement) parts. The lists
are merged by part order: first with first, second with sec-
ond and so on. Third, both orientations are aligned and the
two pools are merged into the final pool design, where bar-
codes and restriction enzyme recognition sites are added.
In practice, the pool designs for a complex library can be
generated quickly (less than 1 min runtime for the libraries
described in this work).
Optimization of multiplexed pool assembly
The assembly reaction had to be optimized to create pools
that reliably cover the desired design space and produce
composite parts with high fidelity. Mixtures of the variable
parts are added to multiplex an otherwise standard assem-
bly reaction (56–59). The DNA fragments for pool con-
struction were added to the reaction as either linear double-
strandedDNA (PCR products or amplified synthesized oli-
gos) or plasmid DNA. Variable fragments for a given posi-
tion were mixed in equimolar proportions (Materials and
Methods). The constructs in the pool are then barcoded
with 20-mer random oligonucleotides before the pool is se-
quenced.
Multiplexing leads to large pools that contain up to 106
constructs of dual-barcoded composite parts. Each of these
constructs could be designed to be unique. However, this
would lead to many individual designs being absent due to
biases, assembly errors and random sampling. Introducing
redundancy increases the probability that any given desired
composite part is present with a perfect sequence. Because
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NGS can sequence a few million composite parts (assum-
ing the use of aMiSeq sequencer, see Discussion for the po-
tential of other approaches), we can barcode multiple con-
structs for each design to introduce redundancy and then
select one with a perfect sequence for retrieval. The ‘tagging
ratio’ is defined as the average number of barcoded con-
structs there are in a pool for a given design; e.g. a pool with
5000 composite parts would have 106 barcoded constructs
and a tagging ratio of 200 (106/5000= 200). Pools were con-
structed that varied the tagging ratio to quantify the trade
off between the diversity of the pool and the probability that
a perfect construct could be present for all designs (Figure
2A). When the tagging ratio is >100, this yields complete
pools with nearly all designs having perfect constructs. In
practice, tagging ratios between 100–200 are ideal and this
leads to the ability for a pool to reliably contain 5000–10
000 composite parts and have a perfect construct identified
for each.
The sequencing step of pool construction is critical and
requires the ability to provide sequences for multi-part con-
structs and cover the entire pool while avoiding biases. Pre-
vious work with Dial-out PCR was limited to sequencing
pools of ∼200-mers (up to 0.5 kb constructs) (31–33). To
extend the length, we adapted methods that had been previ-
ously applied for targeted sequencing (35,36) and the prepa-
ration of self-circularized ‘jumping’ libraries (60) to gener-
ate fragments containing targeted regions of the barcoded
composite parts (Materials and Methods and Supplemen-
tary Figure S1). Within each tagged pool, the barcoded
composite parts were constructed on plasmids flanked by
NotI restriction sites that are used to digest and then self-
circularize the constructs, from which monomers are ob-
tained via a gel extraction (Supplementary Figure S4). In-
verse PCR is then performed in emulsion droplets from
priming sites internal to the composite part. The PCRprod-
ucts contain the parent construct’s barcodes and are se-
quenced using Illumina paired-end reads (2 × 300 bp). We
sequenced up to 7.2 million constructs in one flow cell.
Inverse PCR on self-circularized constructs could provide
complete sequences for up to 3 kb composite parts. Larger
composite parts can be sequenced with these methods, but
at most 1.0–1.5 kb (61) at either end is observable. In this
paper, we applied this approach to pools of up to 3.8 kb
constructs, but in principle larger internal genes are possi-
ble (the longest we have constructed is 9.1 kb, not shown).
There are three key choices in designing the reaction
to build the pools. The first is the choice of the assembly
method. In theory, any could be used but they differ in the
biases that they introduce (e.g. due to secondary structure,
repeats or high GC content), and some methods introduce
scars. Here, we compared two approaches that are good
at assembling variable sized DNA parts: Scarless Stitching
(15) and Golden Gate assembly (42,43) (when used to build
libraries, this leaves a 4 bp scar). The second choice is the
method by which the 20 bp random barcodes are added to
the composite parts (>1024 unique barcode pairs). This was
either performed serially as a separate step usingGibson as-
sembly or in parallel as a ligation done concurrently with
the assembly reaction. Finally, the third choice is how the
assembled constructs are amplified. This can either be done
in vitro (PCR and gel excision) or in vivo (transformation
and pooled growth on agar plates).
Three combinations of the above techniques were used to
evaluate the above approaches: (i) Stitching-in vitro-Gibson
(STG), (ii) Stitching-in vivo-Gibson (SVG) and (iii) Golden
Gate-in vivo-ligation (GVL) (Supplementary Figure S2).
Scarless Stitching with in vivo amplification was previously
used to assemble individual composite parts (15). Here, we
sought to develop a multiplexed variation for pool assem-
bly (SVG) and modifications for fully in vitro construction
(STG) and improved fidelity of assembly (GVL). A test set
of 37 pools was constructed in order to evaluate the three
assembly approaches (Materials and Methods). The pools
were constructed with an average of 6.8 parts assembled
from 4.3 fragments with an average of 5.2 variants at each
position (Supplementary Figure S3). Thus, the design space
for each pool on average encompasses 3230 potential com-
posite parts. After sequencing, the methods were evaluated
two ways. First, we measured the percent of NGS reads that
correspond to a perfect sequence from the designed library
(Figure 2B). This is an upper bound of errors that are intro-
duced in the assembly or amplification steps as sequencing
errors can also contribute. Second, wemeasured the percent
of the potential composite parts in the pool for which per-
fect sequences can be found (Figure 2C). This is a measure
of potential biases. All of the methods are able to cover this
diversity well with greater than 90% of the entire space cov-
ered. Notably, avoiding in vitro amplification aids assembly
fidelity by eliminating multiple PCR steps. Golden Gate as-
sembly is the highest fidelity and could be scarless, but it
typically comes at the cost of introducing scars when used
to assemble libraries because part plasmids and linkers are
reused in different genetic contexts to minimize the number
of part plasmids required.
In total, we sequenced 15 million constructs and from
this data set the errors that arise from pool construction
were determined. The breakdown of errors is shown in Fig-
ure 2D for the SVG method. Deletions of 1–3 bp at the
part junctions were prevalent in all pools constructed with
Scarless Stitching. This effect could be impacted by hairpin
formation as significantly more deletions were observed at
the junctions with terminators (Figure 2E). For the GVL
method, mutations most often occurred when the part was
built by long oligo synthesis. In contrast, mutations in previ-
ously sequence-verified parts (e.g. genes obtained by DNA
synthesis) or due to assembly were rare.
Retrieval and assembly of composite parts
An individual composite part in the pool is obtained by
PCR amplification using a pair of primers designed to tar-
get the flanking barcodes. We developed computational
tools to scan the sequencing data to: (i) check that the bar-
code pair is unique in the pool, and (ii) design optimal re-
trieval primers with a Tm of 63–66◦C (Materials and Meth-
ods). The retrieval PCRs produced a strong band for 99%
of the attempts with few off-target products (Figure 2F and
Supplementary Figure S5) and 96% were error-free as con-
firmed by sequencing (Figure 2H). Because mutations arise
from PCR, the mutagenesis rate is based on the construct
length, polymerase fidelity and number of cycles. Figure 2H
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Figure 2. Optimization of DNA assembly by retrieval. (A) Relationship between depth of sampling and fraction of composite part designs with a sequence-
perfect construct. A cutoff of at least one perfect construct for each design of composite parts was used. (B) Accuracy of pools: (i) STG, (ii) SVG and (iii)
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shows the predicted probability that the retrieved construct
is perfect as a function of these parameters. This calculation
guides the number of final constructs that need to be built
and screened to identify one that is perfect. For example, the
error rate is predicted to be 3% when retrieving 2 kb com-
posite parts using Q5 polymerase (∼5 × 10−7 fidelity) and
30 cycles. When the final assembly requires 20 retrievals, the
probability of a final perfect sequence is 54%.
The retrieved composite parts are purified using a bead-
based PCR clean-up conducive to automation and are then
assembled into larger constructs using Type IIS assembly
(Materials andMethods). For constructs involving fewer re-
trieved fragments, the latter can be done as a single assem-
bly reaction. If the final construct is large, then assembly
has to occur via hierarchal steps that build up the construct
through intermediate fragments. For example, when we as-
semble four retrieved fragments that were first individually
cloned, they can be combined in a single reaction and 100%
of the final constructs (24/24, 5–8 kb) are the correct length
(Supplementary Figure S6).We found that up to seven frag-
ments could be assembled in one reaction and then the ac-
curacy decreases with more fragments. Mutations included
incomplete assembled constructs, such as short fragments
and 1 bp insertions/deletions particularly in poly-T runs of
6–10 bases.
We also improved the design of the 4 bp linker sequences
as these form the sticky ends to anneal fragments together.
Initially, 17 linker sequences were chosen (11 random and
6 from the literature (43)) and evaluated by assembling 16
fragments. Eight fragments containing a subset of the link-
ers (non-contiguous fragments in the final construct) were
tested for assembly and we found that 17% were able to as-
semble (Figure 2J). This led to our evaluation of all-possible
cross-reactions between linkers within these reactions (Fig-
ure 2I). Based on these results, we extracted rules (4 bp
length, 25–75% GC and 2 bp max sequence identity to for-
ward or reverse complement) and developed a script to gen-
erate orthogonal linkers (Materials and Methods). Using
this code, we re-designed the 17 linker sequences that re-
duced the cross reactions to 1.4% (Figure 2J, ‘Designed’).
For 32 linkers, this reduces the probability of cross-reactions
to 5.5% (Figure 2J).With the optimized reaction conditions
and redesigned linkers, we tested one-pot assembly of 16
fragments (17 linkers, 580 bp parts, Figure 2K) and 31 frag-
ments (32 linkers, 28 bp parts). The former assembled prop-
erly 77% of the time (17/22) but no full-length fragments
were found for the latter. In practice, to increase the proba-
bility of obtaining full-length constructs for complex assem-
blies, we mix a maximum of 5–7 fragments (depending on
length) in a single reaction and then proceed with hierarchal
assembly for larger constructs.
We optimized the conditions to increase the number of
fragments that can be combined in a single reaction. As-
sembly reactions were tested using 4, 8, 12 or 16 fragments
(each 580 bp PCR products) and the products were ana-
lyzed by capillary electrophoresis (Methods). To perform
hierarchical assembly of a large library (Figure 2l), we used
automated liquid handling that transfers 2.5 nl droplets at a
rate of up to 500Hz using acoustic droplet ejection (Labcyte
Echo 550) (Methods). The small transfer volumes allowed
us to reduce the volume of the assembly reaction (4-fold to
2.5l total) and amount ofDNAmaterial required for each
reaction. A plate of 96 multi-part assembly reactions was
typically transferred in 15–30 min.
Algorithmic exploration of expression space: nitrogen fixa-
tion
Biological nitrogen fixation is a process carried out bymany
microorganisms to convert atmospheric N2 into ammonia
(62). The pathway from Klebsiella contains 16 genes that
are required for this function (Figure 3A). The genes include
the nitrogenase enzyme subunits, electron transfer pathway,
chaperones and pathways for the biosynthesis and loading
of complex metal cofactors (63,64) (Figure 3A). Nitroge-
nase activity is highly sensitive to changes in the expres-
sion levels of these genes. Previously, we re-engineered the
Klebsiella pathway to codon optimize the genes, use only
synthetic genetic parts and be controlled by T7 RNA poly-
merase (15,65). Here, we applied the approach to design
pools of nif genes that encompass extraordinary potential
pathway complexity. This is applied to retrieve and assem-
ble libraries designed to understand how changing the tran-
scription level of operons impacts activitywhen the pathway
is transferred to E.coli.
The pools were designed so that the full pathways could
containmany different combinations of expression parts for
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
GVL. Boxes show medians and interquartile ranges, and whiskers denote the maximum and minimum for pools constructed using each method. Accuracy
of DNA constructs (% of next-generation sequencing reads) was determined for a paired-read perfectly matching a designed composite part in the pool. A
total of 37 pools were constructed (Supplementary Figure S3). (C) Diversity of perfect constructs in a pool compared to the theoretical designed diversity
of composite parts. For actual pool diversity, a cutoff of at least one sequence-perfect construct was used. Pools for STG (white), SVG (grey), GVL
(black). (D) Analysis of mutations in constructed composite parts for SVG pools (16 pools, 66 million total NGS reads). Imperfect NGS paired-reads
were aligned to the closest matching composite part design sequence and deletions at the 5′ and 3′ scarless junctions were analyzed. (E) Prevalence of
mutations after Scarless Stitching with variable promoter or terminator parts at the scarless junctions for 16 pools (SVG). (F) Accuracy of Dial-out PCR
retrievals producing the correct length PCR product. Seventy-six different retrievals (1.2 kb average length) from GVL pools were analyzed by eye and gel
electrophoresis (Supplementary Figure S5). (G) Sequence accuracy of 72 different retrieved composite part constructs from SVG pools. PCR products were
cloned, and one clone was sequenced for each. (H) Calculated theoretical sequence fidelity of retrieved construct after cycles of retrieval PCR for 5 × 10−7
DNA polymerase fidelity and 1–4 kb PCR retrievals. We used 30 cycles for retrievals (dashed line). (I) Orthogonality of 17 undesigned 4 bp linkers used for
Type IIS assembly of 16 parts (undesigned linkers, sequences in red in panel K). Assembly reactions (BbsI) were tested for pairwise combinations of parts
(580 bp parts). Assembled DNAwas measured by quantitative capillary electrophoresis (71 reactions tested). (J) Non-specific assembly of 4 bp linkers was
tested using non-contiguous parts (odd or even positions as shown in panel K). Three sets of linker sequences: (i) undesigned 17 linkers (16 parts, 580 bp
each), (ii) designed 17 linkers (16 parts, 580 bp each) and (iii) designed 32 linkers (31 parts, 28 bp each). Reactions were performed in triplicate. (K) Linker
sequences tested for 16-part assembly. Set of designed linkers shown in black. Linkers shown in red were used in the undesigned set and changed in the
designed set. (L) Example of automated hierarchical assembly after retrieval. Assembly tree shown for a library of 192 designs containing 16 genes that
was built using acoustic droplet liquid transfer. Each line represents a liquid transfer step of a DNA construct into an assembly reaction (top to bottom).
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Figure 3. Algorithm-guided exploration of genetic design space for a 16-gene nitrogen fixation pathway. (A) An overview of the K. oxytoca pathway (65).
(B) Pool designs for composite parts with one nif gene in each pool. Parts were permuted as shown with variants of promoters (5), RBSs (2), terminators
(5) and assembly linker (10 × 10) parts in each nif pool. Across the 16 pools, there are 96 part positions in total. Pool names are abbreviated by last
letter of gene name. (C) Expression range of promoter-RBS combinations. Expected expression of promoter and RBS part combinations for the design
space in the pools. Expression was estimated as the product of promoter strength (REU units) (65) and RBS strength (67,68). (D) Number of sequence-
perfect composite part designs in nif pools. A cutoff of at least 1 sequence-perfect construct for each design was applied. (E) Representation of parts in
the sequence-perfect constructs (% NGS reads that perfectly match a composite part design) at each position in the 16 pools. Approximately 4 million
NGS reads per pool were sequenced and analyzed. Part type abbreviations: 5′ linker (5′), promoter (P), RBS (R), CDS (C), terminator (T), 3′ linker (3′).
Linker positions are colored according to the order listed in Supplementary Table S2 and parts variants at each position (bottom to top) follow the order
listed. (F) Assayed activity for a 192-member algorithm-designed library built from the pools. Acetylene substrate was supplied, and ethylene produced
was measured by GC analysis. Nitrogenase activity (% wild-type) is calculated using assayed K. oxytoca ethylene production. Error bars show deviation of
duplicate assays for each pathway design. (G) Part enrichment for the top 20 pathway designs as compared to the whole 192-member library. Enrichment
for each promoter position was calculated based on its frequency (freqTop20/freqLibrary). The nif genes were arranged in the order shown in panel B. The
promoter variants include PT7.4 (purple), PT7.3 (blue), PT7.2 (green) and PT7.1 (yellow) and P0 (grey) with sequences listed in Supplementary Table S1.
(H) Significance of pairwise interaction parameters in the fitted response surface model for nitrogenase activity (Methods).
each gene, any operon structure (including monocistronic
designs), any orientation, any ordering of the genes and
any subset of genes (e.g. to test for essentiality) (Figure
3B). Each pool centers around the control of individual
genes. The RBS and promoter combinations were chosen
to span a∼100-fold range in expression level based on indi-
vidual characterization of promoters (66) andRBS strength
predictions (15,67–68) (Figure 3C). We assembled and se-
quenced 55 848 perfect constructs in the 16 pools (Figure
3D) to generate a highly complex library of pathways that
could be accessed (1043 pathway designs). Parts from a set
of T7 promoters (66) and strong terminators (69) were in-
cluded. For each promoter and terminator position, a non-
functional spacer part was included to allow for operon
structures. The linkers were designed to allow any combi-
nation of genes in any order and orientation by including a
set of 10 linkers (5 different 4 bp sequences and their reverse
complement). The diversity of the perfect constructs in the
pools was determined by NGS, and 70% of all possible de-
signs have at least one perfect construct (Figure 3E).
Once constructed, the same pools could be re-used to
test any number of hypotheses. Here, we retrieved a subset
of pathways to identify the optimal balancing of promoter
strengths for a previously identified gene order (65) and sim-
ilar operon occupancy. In order to quantify the pairwise
epistasis, we used a coordinate-exchange algorithm (70) to
design constructs. The library encompassed 192 pathways
that cover 7.7% of all promoter combinations. The com-
posite parts required to build the pathway designs were re-
trieved from the pools and assembled hierarchically to gen-
erate each of the 23 kb pathway constructs that totaled 4.5
Mb (Figure 2l). The nitrogenase activity of each construct
was quantified using an acetylene reduction assay (Figure
3F). The range of activities represented in the library span
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four orders of magnitude. When the top 20 are compared
to the library, the strongest promoter is highly enriched at
each position, although many promoters are also observed
(Figure 3G). Additional response surface modeling identi-
fied significant epistatic effects, where many interaction pa-
rameters in the model were found to be significant (5/10
parameters P< 0.001, 7/10 P< 0.05) (Figure 3H and Sup-
plementary Figure S8).
Capturing a complete combinatorial space: genetic circuit de-
sign
Genetic circuits encompass gene regulatory networks that
implement a computational function. They are often com-
posed of transcription factors that regulate each other to
produce logic or feedback. Connecting the same transcrip-
tion factors in different ways can create different circuit be-
haviors (18). Previously, we characterized a set of repressors
(71) that can be used to build NOT gates (a single input pro-
moter) or NOR gates (two input promoters in tandem). The
gates can be connected in differentways and layered in order
to build larger circuits. Here, we use gates based on a subset
of 10 repressors. These can be connected in different per-
mutations to make ∼1030 circuits, including combinational
logic (19), analog circuits (72) (all combinations of feedback
loops) and dynamic circuits (73). Each of these circuits cor-
responds with a different pattern of promoters in front of
the repressor genes.
We designed pools centered around each of the 10 repres-
sors so that any of the possible circuits could be retrieved
and assembled. This involves varying the identities of one
promoter (NOT pools) or two promoters (NOR pools) in
front of each repressor (Figure 4A and Supplementary Fig-
ure S9). The NOT and NOR pools were designed such that
the Golden Gate assembly parts (Figure 2K) allowed at
each position fix the ordering of the repressors but allow
for changes in the orientation (Figure 4A). The 20 pools
(10 NOT and 10 NOR) contain 35 746 sequence-perfect
gates, which is 98.5% of all possible permutations of pro-
moters and repressors (Supplementary Figure S10). In total
there are 3 884 109 sequence-perfect constructs across the
20 pools. On average there are 107 sequence-perfect con-
structs for each gate design (Supplementary Figure S11).
The promoter variability at each position is fairly even, as
designed (Figure 4B). The failed 1.5%most often contained
the longest promoter (PBAD). Retrievals from these pools
were 99% successful (Figure 2F).
We then demonstrated the assembly of circuits from
gates retrieved from the pools. To simplify the process,
we optimized the system for one-pot Type IIS assembly
(BbsI) so the circuit could be built in a single reaction af-
ter the retrieval of gates (Materials and Methods). We co-
transformed the constructed circuit plasmid with the cor-
responding actuator plasmid containing the output fluo-
rescent reporter (YFP) and measured the circuit output
for all input combinations in relative promoter units (19)
(Supplementary Figure S12). The first circuit we tested en-
codes 3-input combinational logic. There are many possible
ways that this circuit function could be built from the re-
pressor pools. We assembled two alternative designs, where
the gates correspond to different repressors, and both were
found to function correctly (Figure 4C).
We next used the same pools to build a much larger cir-
cuit, consisting of seven repressors. The first circuit retrieved
was found to be non-functional (Figure 4D), so we then re-
trieved and assembled an alternative design from the pools
that performs the same function. An improved circuit was
found from this second attempt. This demonstrates how the
same pools can be reused to attempt alternative designs to
iteratively improve function.
DISCUSSION
In this work, we constructed a total of 109 Mb of unique
DNA encoding 91 594 sequence-perfect composite parts
and 5 966 773 sequence-perfect constructs (6.57 GB). Phys-
ically, these pools of composite parts are stored in a frozen
liquid aliquot in a tube (e.g. 37 pools in separate tubes),
from which an individual composite part can be retrieved
by PCR. This retrieval is possible because each composite
part has its own barcode that is identified when the pool is
sequenced. By optimizing the protocol for pool construc-
tion, we were able to reliably create up to 5000 composite
parts per pool that encompass 98.3% ± 1.7% of designs
(≥1 sequence-perfect construct for each design). The as-
sembly of the retrieved composite parts into the final 10–25
kb construct was done with an accuracy of 45.8% ± 3.4%
(sequence-perfect constructs). The pre-sequencing step of
the pools reduced many of the common types of errors ob-
served from assembly reactions. There is an initial invest-
ment in time and cost to build and sequence the pools (typ-
ically 2–3 weeks). But once they are built, retrieval and as-
sembly is rapid (2 days) and the error rate is lower than
would occur from de novo synthesis and assembly. This al-
lows reuse of the pools to rapidly build new designs.
The genetic design space that can be explored by re-
retrieval is defined during the initial design of the pools.
With up to 5000 composite parts, each pool could be de-
signed to include a broad and weakly constrained design
space or preliminary experiments could be performed to de-
termine design constraints that are relevant for the desired
function. For example, parts that are held constant across
all composite parts (e.g. genes) are typically pre-validated.
From an efficiency standpoint, this approachwould bemost
advantageous in terms of time and cost when the pools are
reused for many cycles of retrieval and library construction.
One way tomake the pools more reusable would be to allow
for a greater number of composite parts so that they could
contain a more expansive design space for iterative investi-
gation.
The primary limitation in the size of the pools is the
read depth achievable by NGS. Here, we used a MiSeq
to sequence up to 1 million barcoded composite parts in
a pool and this allows for confirmation of up to 4876
sequence-perfect constructs. We multiplexed the sequenc-
ing step and sequenced up to 20 pools in a single run con-
taining 7.2 million composite part constructs (3.88 million
sequence-perfect constructs and 35 746 sequence-perfect
designs). With new NGS platforms (e.g. HiSeq 2 × 250
bp) (34,74), there is the potential to sequence up to 180
million composite parts at a time, which is expected to in-
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Figure 4. Design space encompassing all possible circuits. (A) Pool designs for NOR gates with one repressor (71) in each pool. A pool of NOT gates (one
input promoter) and NOR gates (two tandem input promoters) was constructed for each repressor (20 pools total). Linkers for the forward and reverse
orientations were mixed separately in twomultiplex PCR reactions; the dashed line represents this split. Colors represent each of the 10 repressors and their
corresponding promoters. Assembly parts are colored in the order shown in Supplementary Table S2. (B) Representation of parts in the sequence-perfect
constructs (% NGS reads that perfectly match a composite part design) at each position in the NOR pools. Approximately 5 million NGS reads per pool
were sequenced and analyzed. Part type abbreviations: 5′ linker (L5’), input promoter 1 (In1), input promoter 2 (In2), hammerhead ribozyme (Rib), RBS
(rbs), CDS (cds), terminator (T) and 3′ linker (L3’). Part sequences are listed in Supplementary Table S1. Input promoter positions are colored according to
its corresponding repressor and in the order listed in Supplementary Table S2 (bottom to top). (C) Using the Cello software (19), a circuit was designed for
a 3-input logic function (output 00001000) and an alternative gate assignment was subsequently tested. The circuit wiring diagrams are drawn showing all
possible gates in a fixed position (10 repressor gates and output OR gate) with lines connecting the gates to show the wiring of input(s) and output for each
gate. Gate symbols are colored according to the repressor and lightly shaded if not present in the circuit. For each circuit design, the constructs were built
by retrieving the gates from the pools with all-forward orientation and one-pot Type IIS assembly into a backbone with the corresponding 3-input sensor
block. Circuits were tested under all 8 input states (presence or absence of 1 mM IPTG, 2 ng/ml aTc and 5 mM L-arabinose) and YFP expression was
analyzed by flow cytometry (n = 20 000). Bars are colored to show if predicted output expression is high (black) or low (grey). The average and standard
deviation are calculated from triplicate experiments performed on different days. (D) For a 3-input logic function (output 11000001) requiring seven NOT
and NOR gates, an initial design failed to generate the desired function. An alternative wiring of gates was tested by re-retrieval from the gate pools.
crease the unique retrievable parts to 1.7 million. For com-
posite parts containing variable parts exceeding these read
lengths (>500–600 bp), the sequencing methods could be
modified to accommodate these pools. For example, the se-
quencing preparation could be modified to incorporate ad-
ditional fragmentation, such as multiplexed variations of
the inverse PCR. Further improvements in sequencing tech-
nologies would allow even greater pool depth and longer
composite part constructs.
When considering very large and diverse libraries, the re-
trieval step can become cost limiting because it requires a
pair of primers per retrieval as well as a PCR reaction. There
are various ways to reduce this cost, including the appli-
cation of reusable retrieval primers, combinatorial barcode
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design, fewer PCR reactions and smaller reaction volumes.
Multiplex PCR (75,76) could potentially be used to simul-
taneously retrieve multiple composite parts at a time. Au-
tomation facilitates setting up these reactions may also al-
low for further miniaturization to reduce the reagents re-
quired. In recent work, a set of 4637 reusable barcodes were
designed and implemented for Dial-out PCR (33). These
designed barcodes could be implemented in place of the de-
generate barcodes used in this work in order to have a set of
in-house retrieval primers that could be applied across all
pools. There are also software platforms that can be applied
to reduce the number of oligos and cloning steps needed to
build a library (21,77–78).
Intriguingly, the pools potentially offer an efficient way
to share materials between labs and provide access to ex-
tensive design spaces for typical laboratories without auto-
mated liquid-handling capabilities. As pools become deeper,
it may be possible to encompass entire ‘registries’ of genetic
parts (8,13,69,79–83) in a single aliquot, not just as indi-
vidual parts but also as useful combinations of retrievable
composite parts. A single tube could be sent between labs
or from a central repository without the need for the level
of maintenance and quality control over individual parts,
which does not scale with the rate of data generation in the
field. A key challenge in implementing this is being able to
amplify a pool efficiently without introducing biases as a
means of propagating it and creating the aliquots to be sent.
In our hands, in vitro pool amplification, while also tech-
nically feasible, has not been successful. However, we have
propagated the tagged pools as clonal populations for our
own work and retrieved from them successfully without re-
sequencing the pool (Materials and Methods).
This work demonstrates the ability to create pools that
encompass enormous design spaces and to efficiently re-
trieve large libraries from these pools. There are many ways
that design algorithms can be connected to automate this
process. For example, the circuit automation software Cello
currently either generates a DNA sequence encoding a cir-
cuit or a constraint file that can be used to create diverse de-
signs. The output could easily be the set of oligos required to
retrieve a desired circuit from the pools. Similar approaches
can be taken for metabolic engineering, where numerical
analysis, evolutionary algorithms (84), Bayesian optimiza-
tion (85), design of experiments (70,86–87) or other ap-
proaches could iteratively generate the next round of oligos
needed to retrieve the pathways to be tested. Systematically
exploring greater regions of design space will ultimately al-
low genetic designers to access and engineer more complex
genetic systems.
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